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UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK

In re:

MF GLOBAL HOLDINGS LTD., et al.

Debtors.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. 11-15059 (MG)

Chapter 11

Jointly Administered

MOTION OF NY-717 FIFTH AVENUE, L.L.C. FOR ENTRY OF AN ORDER: 
(I) CLARIFYING THAT THE TIMELY FILED PROOF OF CLAIM FILED BY

NY-717 FIFTH AVENUE, L.L.C. AGAINST THE MF GLOBAL HOLDINGS LTD.
BANKRUPTCY ESTATE ALSO CONSTITUTED A TIMELY FILED CLAIM 

AGAINST THE MF GLOBAL HOLDINGS USA INC. BANKRUPTCY ESTATE; (II) IN 
THE ALTERNATIVE, AUTHORIZING NY-717 FIFTH AVENUE, L.L.C. TO AMEND 

ITS PREVIOUSLY FILED PROOF OF CLAIM TO ADD A FORMAL PROOF OF 
CLAIM AGAINST THE MF GLOBAL HOLDINGS USA INC. BANKRUPTCY ESTATE

WITH SUCH AMENDMENT RELATING BACK TO THE DATE OF ITS ORIGINAL 
PROOF OF CLAIM FILING; OR (III) IN THE ALTERNATIVE, GRANTING NY-717 
FIFTH AVENUE, L.L.C. LEAVE TO FILE A PROOF OF CLAIM AGAINST THE MF 
GLOBAL HOLDINGS USA INC. BANKRUPTCY ESTATE AFTER THE BAR DATE
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NY-717 Fifth Avenue, L.L.C. ("Landlord"), by and through its undersigned counsel, and

pursuant to Federal Rules of Bankruptcy Procedure 3003 and 9006, hereby moves for entry of an 

order: (i) clarifying that the timely filed proof of claim Landlord previously filed in the jointly 

administered bankruptcy case of MF Global Holdings Ltd. f/k/a MF Global Ltd. ("Holdings")

also constituted a timely filed proof of claim in the bankruptcy case of MF Global Holdings USA 

Inc. ("MFG Holdings USA"); (ii) in the alternative, authorizing Landlord to amend its previously 

filed proof of claim to add a formal proof of claim against the MFG Holdings USA estate with 

such amendment relating back to the date of Landlord's original proof of claim filing; or (iii) in 

the alternative, granting Landlord leave to file a proof of claim against the estate of MFG 

Holdings USA after the bar date.  In support thereof, Landlord states as follows: 

I. INTRODUCTION

1. Landlord was one of MFG Holdings USA's prepetition landlords.  Holdings 

guaranteed the MFG Holdings USA lease.  On or about December 22, 2011, after Holdings filed 

its voluntary petition for relief, but before MFG Holdings USA filed its voluntary petition for 

relief, Landlord filed a proof of claim in Holdings' jointly administered bankruptcy case which, 

among other things, stated that Landlord was MFG Holdings USA's landlord, identified the 

lease, stated that MFG Holdings USA had breached the lease, stated that Landlord was entitled 

to its full state law damages as a result of MFG Holdings USA's breach, identified that the rent 

due under the lease through June 30, 2023, was $129,493,217 (and, to the extent applicable, 

identifying that the cap under section 502(b)(6) was $19,423,983), and also stated that Holdings 

was liable for such amounts as a guarantor of the lease.

2. Following the filing of Landlord's proof of claim, MFG Holdings USA filed its 

voluntary petition for relief and sought an order from this Court providing for the joint 

administration of its bankruptcy case with the previously filed bankruptcy cases of Holdings and 
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certain affiliates.1  Significantly, the joint administration order entered in MFG Holdings USA's 

bankruptcy case on March 6, 2012, by this Court did not require separate filing and docketing of 

proofs of claim against the estates of Holdings and MFG USA Holdings.  See Order Directing 

Joint Administration of the Chapter 11 Cases and Related Relief (the "Third Joint Administration 

Order," ECF No. 528)).2  Consequently, in accordance with the Third Joint Administration 

Order, Landlord's timely filed proof of claim against Holdings, which also asserted a claim 

against MFG Holdings USA, should constitute separate claims against both the Holdings and 

MFG Holdings USA bankruptcy estates.  The claims docket administered by Garden City Group 

("GCG"), the consolidated debtors' claims agent, however, lists the sole Debtor against which the 

claim is asserted as Holdings. See Exhibit "A" (attached hereto).  Therefore, Landlord seeks an 

order clarifying that it has two separate claims that were timely filed against both estates 

consistent with the terms of the Third Joint Administration Order.

3. In the event the Court believes that Landlord's proof of claim only constituted a 

formal proof of claim against Holdings and did not constitute a formal proof of claim against 

MFG Holdings USA's estate under the terms of the Third Joint Administration Order, Landlord

respectfully requests that the Court deem its previously filed proof of claim against Holdings'

estate to also constitute a timely filed informal proof of claim against MFG Holdings USA's 

estate, which can be amended with such amendment relating back to the time Landlord filed its 

original proof of claim (in the event that the Court grants such relief, Landlord would file a proof 

of claim against the MFG Holdings USA estate for lease termination damages in a form similar 

to the proof of claim already filed by Landlord).  Finally, in the alternative, Landlord respectfully 

requests that the Court authorize Landlord to file a late filed proof of claim against MFG 

Holdings USA's estate in accordance with Federal Rule of Bankruptcy Procedure 3003.

                                                
1 MFG Holdings USA did not schedule Landlord as a creditor in its case nor properly serve 

Landlord with the order for relief as required by Bankruptcy Rule 2002(f)(1).  Rather, MFG 
Holdings USA scheduled "Equity Office" and included an address believed to constitute a 
lock-box where tenants of the 717 Fifth Avenue building were directed to submit their rental 
payments.

2 Landlord requests that the Court take judicial notice of all pleadings referenced in connection 
with this Motion.  
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II. BACKGROUND

A. The Lease

4. On or about December 31, 2007, Landlord, as landlord, and MFG Holdings USA, 

as tenant, entered into that certain "Lease," covering approximately (i) 64,525 rentable square 

feet of office space comprised of (a) 23,369 rentable square feet on the 9th floor, (b) 20,509 

rentable square feet on the 11th floor, and (c) 20,647 rentable square feet on the 12th floor, and 

(ii) approximately 900 square feet of storage space comprised of (x) 500 square feet known as 

Storage Unit B13 on the basement level, and (y) 400 square feet known as Storage Unit B15 on 

the basement level of the building located at 717 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York 10022.  

A true and correct copy of the Lease (redacted in accordance with Federal Rule of Bankruptcy 

Procedure 9037(a)) is attached as Exhibit "1" to the Declaration of Matthew Koritz ("Koritz 

Declaration") filed concurrently herewith.   

5. Section 24.02 of the Lease provides: 

Except as otherwise expressly provided in this Lease or pursuant to 
any legal Requirement, any bills, statements, notices, demands, 
requests, consents or other communications given or required to be 
given under or in connection with this Lease or pursuant to any 
Legal Requirement shall be effective only if in writing and

(b) If to Landlord, sent by nationally recognized overnight 
courier or registered or certified mail, return receipt requested, 
postage prepaid, addressed to Landlord's address as set forth in this 
Lease, Attention: Property Manager and the Blackstone Group, 
345 Park Avenue, New York, New York 10154, Attention: 
Marshall K. Findley and Adam Goldenberg and Equity Office, 
Two North Riverside Plaza, Suite 2100, Chicago, Illinois 60606, 
Attention: General Counsel or to such other address as Landlord 
may designate for such purpose by like notice; with a copy of 
default notices to Schulte Roth & Zabel LLP, 919 Third Avenue, 
New York, New York 10022, Attention: Robert S. Nash, Esq.

6. The Lease was guaranteed by Holdings f/k/a MF Global Ltd., pursuant to a 

written Guaranty dated as of December 31, 2007 (the "Guaranty").  A true and correct copy of 

the Guaranty is attached to the Proof of Claim (defined below) which is attached to the Koritz 

Declaration as Exhibit "2."    
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B. The Initial Debtors' and Additional Debtors' Bankruptcy Proceedings

7. On October 31, 2011, Holdings and MF Global Finance USA Inc. (collectively, 

the "Initial Debtors") filed voluntary petitions for relief under chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy 

Code.

8. On October 31, 2011, the duly-appointed chapter 11 trustee of the Initial Debtors 

filed a motion for joint administration seeking joint administration of the Initial Debtors'

chapter 11 cases (the "First Joint Administration Motion," ECF No. 2). The First Joint 

Administration Motion expressly requested "that the Court direct that any creditor filing a proof 

of claim against any of the debtors or their respective estates clearly assert its claim against the 

particular Debtor obligated on such claim, and not against the jointly administered Debtors."  

First Joint Administration Motion, ¶ 13.  On November 2, 2011, the Court entered an order 

granting the First Joint Administration Motion (the "First Joint Administration Order," ECF 

No. 19), which expressly required proofs of claim to be separately filed notwithstanding joint 

administration.  First Joint Administration Order, ¶ 4.   

9. On December 21, 2011, MF Global Capital LLC, MF Global FX Clear LLC, and 

MF Global Market Services LLC (the "Additional Debtors") filed voluntary petitions for relief 

under chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code. 

10. On December 21, 2011, the duly-appointed chapter 11 trustee of the Initial 

Debtors and the Additional Debtors filed a second motion for joint administration providing for 

the joint administration of the chapter 11 cases of the Initial Debtors and the Additional Debtors

(the "Second Joint Administration Motion," ECF No. 292). The Second Joint Administration 

Motion also expressly requested "that the Court direct that any creditor filing a proof of claim 

against any of the Debtors clearly assert its claim against the particular Debtor obligated on such 

claim, and not against the jointly administered Debtors."  Second Joint Administration

Motion, ¶ 19.  
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11. On December 21, 2011, the Court entered an order granting the Second Joint 

Administration Motion (the "Second Joint Administration Order," ECF No. 298). Significantly, 

however, the Second Joint Administration Order did not contain any language requiring proofs 

of claim to be separately filed (unlike the express terms of the First Joint Administration Order).  

C. Landlord Files a Proof of Claim

12. On December 22, 2011, Landlord filed a proof of claim (the "Proof of Claim") in 

the bankruptcy case of Holdings.  A true and correct copy of the Proof of Claim is attached to the 

Koritz Declaration as Exhibit "2."  The Proof of Claim is referred to on the claims register 

maintained by GCG as Claim No. 34 and GCG No. 458.  See Exhibit "A" (attached hereto).  

Attached to the Proof of Claim is an attachment setting forth the bases for the Proof of Claim, 

including MFG Holdings USA's default under the Lease, and Landlord's demand for payment of 

its full damages under state law for MFG Holdings USA's breach of the Lease.  All documents 

underlying the Proof of Claim were either attached to the Proof of Claim, i.e., the Guaranty, or 

the Proof of Claim stated that such documents would be expressly made available upon request, 

i.e., the Lease.   

D. MFG Holdings USA's Later Filed Bankruptcy Case

13. On March 2, 2012, after the Proof of Claim was filed, MFG Holdings USA filed a 

voluntary petition for relief under chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code.  The Affidavit of Service 

filed on March 5, 2012, by GCG in Case No. 12-10863-mg (MFG Holdings USA's bankruptcy 

case), does not state that MFG Holdings USA's chapter 11 petition and other first day motions 

were served on Landlord, but rather served on Equity Office, P.O. Box 827652, Dept. 16780, 

Philadelphia, PA 19148-7652, email: adam.goldenberg@blackstone.com.  See Case 

No. 12-10863-mg, ECF No. 8, p. 8. Notably, this address is a rent collection lockbox and is not 

a notice address for service in the Lease.  See Koritz Declaration, ¶ 15.  

14. On March 2, 2012, the duly-appointed chapter 11 trustee of the Initial Debtors 

and Additional Debtors filed a third motion for joint administration providing for the joint 

administration of the chapter 11 cases of the Initial Debtors, the Additional Debtors, and MFG 

Holdings USA (the "Third Joint Administration Motion," ECF No. 508) (the Initial Debtors, the 
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Additional Debtors, and MFG Holdings USA shall be collectively referred to as the "Debtors").

The Third Joint Administration Motion did not request that the Court direct any creditor filing a 

proof of claim against any of the Debtors to assert its claim against the particular Debtor 

obligated on such claim.  

15. On March 6, 2012, the Court entered an order granting the Third Joint 

Administration Motion (the "Third Joint Administration Order," ECF No. 528). The Third Joint 

Administration Order, similar to the Second Joint Administration Order, but unlike the First Joint 

Administration Order, does not contain any language requiring proofs of claim to be separately 

filed against each Debtor's estate.

16. On June 28, 2012, the Court entered an Order (I) Establishing Deadline for Filing 

Proofs of Claim and (II) Approving the Form and Manner of Notice Thereof (the "Bar Date 

Order," ECF No. 740). The Bar Date Order provides for August 22, 2012, as the deadline for 

filing proofs of claim (the "Bar Date").  That certain "Bar Date Notice" was attached as an 

exhibit to the Bar Date Order. 

III. LEGAL ARGUMENT

A. Landlord Requests that the Court Enter an Order Clarifying that Its Proof 

of Claim Properly Asserted Timely Filed Claims Against Both the MFG 

Holdings USA and the Holdings Bankruptcy Estates in Accordance with the 

Terms of the Third Joint Administration Order

17. On March 6, 2012, the Court entered the Third Joint Administration Order.  The 

Third Joint Administration Order applied to MFG Holdings USA and all of the Prior Debtors' (as 

defined in the Third Joint Administration Order) respective bankruptcy cases.  The Third Joint 

Administration Order is silent with respect to creditors filing proofs of claim.  For example, while 

the First Joint Administration Order expressly stated that "any creditor filing a proof of claim 

against any of the Debtors or their respective estates shall clearly assert its claim against the 

particular Debtor obligated on such claim, and not against the jointly administered Debtors," the 

Third Joint Administration Order contained no such provision.  Moreover, the Order Under 

11 U.S.C. § 105 Directing that Certain Orders in Chapter 11 Cases of MF Global Holdings 
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Ltd., et al. Be Made Applicable to Chapter 11 Cases of MF Global Holdings USA Inc. (ECF

No. 534) does not incorporate any of the prior joint administration orders that state what any 

creditor filing proofs of claim against multiple debtors must do.  

18. Because the Third Joint Administration Order provided for the joint administration 

of both the Holdings and MFG Holdings USA estates without the requirement that proofs of 

claim be separately filed and docketed, the net effect of the Third Joint Administration Order was 

to create a single docket for the filing of any pleadings or other documents in the Holdings and 

MFG Holdings USA cases, including proofs of claim.  As stated by the First Circuit Court of 

Appeals in In re Hemingway Transp., 954 F.2d 1, 11 (1st Cir. 1992), "[j]oint administration is a 

procedural device for 'combining [certain related] estates by using a single docket for the matters 

occurring in the administration, including the listing of filed claims, the combining of notices to 

creditors of the different estates, and the joint handling of other purely administrative matters that 

may aid in expediting the cases and rendering the process less costly." Id. (citing Fed. R. Bankr. 

P. 1015(b), Advisory Committee Note) (emphasis added); see also Reider v. FDIC (In re Reider), 

31 F.3d 1102 (11th Cir. Ga. 1994) ("Joint administration is thus a procedural tool permitting use 

of a single docket for administrative matters, including the listing of filed claims . . .") (emphasis 

added).  Consequently, the effect of the Third Joint Administration Order was to require all 

proofs of claim filed against either Holdings or MFG Holdings USA to be filed and docketed in 

the Holdings bankruptcy case (the lead case).

19. In Hemingway, several years before the bankruptcy filings by both Hemingway, 

the parent corporation, and Bristol, its subsidiary, a landlord entered into a real property lease 

with Hemingway.  After entering into the lease, the landlord sold the real property subject to the 

lease to Bristol and took back a $100,000 note secured by a second mortgage against the real 

property. Id. at 1-2.  A couple years later, both Hemingway and Bristol filed simultaneously

petitions for relief under chapter 11 of the Code and the bankruptcy court entered joint 

administration orders providing for the joint administration of the two bankruptcy cases. Id. at 2.  

Thereafter, the landlord filed a proof of claim in Bristol's bankruptcy case related to Bristol's

obligations under the note and mortgage, but not in Hemingway's case related to certain 
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indemnities under the lease.  In deciding whether to allow the landlord to amend its proof of 

claim after the bar date to expressly state a claim against Hemingway for certain indemnities 

under the lease, the court stated:

The Bristol-Hemingway application for joint administration was 
immediately granted by the bankruptcy court, and the Hemingway 
and Bristol chapter 11 estates were thereupon jointly administered 
from the outset, utilizing a joint claims docket, as well as a single 
proceedings docket to record both debtors' statements of financial 
affairs, executory contracts, unexpired leases and schedules of 
assets. This continuous unitary administration afforded both 
debtors in possession, as well as the cross-appellant trustee, no less 
opportunity to acquire actual notice of [the landlord's] 1982 proof 
of claim against Bristol than if a separate proof of claim had been 
filed against each estate. One simply could not have examined the 
1982 proof of claim, filed against Bristol and docketed on the joint 
Bristol-Hemingway claims docket, without being alerted to [the 
landlord's] indemnification agreement with Hemingway. Id. at 
29-30.

20. Similarly, in In re Petters Co., 425 B.R. 534, 552 (Bankr. D. Minn. 2010), the 

court decided questions concerning the filing of proofs of claim in jointly administered 

bankruptcy cases where the joint administration order did not provide for the filing of separate 

proofs of claims against the affiliated debtors.  There, the joint administration orders entered by 

the court "had no directive as to the filing of proofs of claim" and a creditor filed a proof of claim 

captioned solely with the parent debtor's name and case information and attached to the proof of 

claim a civil complaint which named another jointly administered debtor. Id.   Given the fact that 

the proof of claim was only filed in the parent bankruptcy case, in the context of a trustee 

election, the United States Trustee took the position that the claim was solely filed in the parent 

debtor case. Id.  The court disagreed with the United States Trustee's position. While the court 

expressed concern regarding the form of the proof of claim filed by the creditor, the court 

concluded that the creditor should be deemed to have filed proofs of claim against both the parent 

and subsidiary debtor's bankruptcy estates.  Notably, the court stated that "[t]he result is 

consistent with the philosophy for the treatment of proofs of claim that was behind the order for 

joint administration." Id.
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21. Here, in accordance with the Third Joint Administration Order, the Court should 

determine that Landlord has filed timely claims against both the Holdings and MFG Holdings 

USA estates by virtue of the Proof of Claim.  Bankruptcy Rule 3001(a) defines a proof of claim 

as a "written statement setting forth a creditor's claim . . . [that] shall conform substantially to the 

appropriate Official Form." Fed. R. Bank. P. 3001(a).  In accordance with Bankruptcy

Rule 3001(a), Landlord's Proof of Claim was in writing and indentified that it had claims against 

both Holdings and MFG Holdings USA.  Among other things, the attachment to the Proof of 

Claim stated:

[Landlord] is the landlord and lessor or certain realty as described 
in the Office Lease Agreement ("Lease"), a copy of which is 
available upon request.  Said Lease is entered into with [MFG 
Holdings USA], as tenant on December 31, 2007 . . .  The Lease 
was guaranteed by [Holdings], a Debtor in this proceeding, 
pursuant to a written Guaranty dated as of December 31, 2007 
("Guaranty"), a copy of which is attached hereto. 

[MFG Holdings USA] failed to pay Base Rent and Additional Rent 
for November, 2001, in the amount of $750,374.22 
("Arrears"). . . . As a result of [MFG Holdings USA's] failure to 
pay the Arrears and the termination of [MFG Holdings USA's] 
right to possession of the Premises, [MFG Holdings USA] has 
breached the Lease.  [Landlord] is entitled to its full damages at 
state law for breach of the Lease through the original term of the 
Lease, which was to end on June 30, 2023.  [Holdings] is liable to 
[Landlord] for damages under the Lease.  The total amount of Rent 
due under the Lease through June 30, 2023 is $129,493,217, which
is the amount of [Landlord's] claim.  To the extent the "Claim Cap"
of Bankruptcy Code Section 502(b)(6) applies, [Landlord's] Claim 
Cap calculation is set forth below . . . [15% of Rent Remaining 
= $19,423,983]."

22. In simple language, the attachment to the Proof of Claim identified that Landlord

had claims against both Holdings, under the Guaranty, and MFG Holdings USA, under the 

Lease.  All of the information required by Official Form No. 10 – the creditor's name and 

address; the amount claimed; the bases for the claim; and the writing upon which the claim was 

founded, was contained in either the attachment or the Proof of Claim itself filed by Landlord. 

Landlord's submission therefore constitutes a proof of claim within the meaning of Bankruptcy 

Rule 3001(a) against both Holdings and MFG Holdings USA.  See In re Key, 64 B.R. 786, 789 

n.2 (Bankr. M.D. Tenn. 1986) ("'Informal' has been used by many courts apparently to describe a 
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proof of claim 'not in the form of' the Official Form prescribed by the drafters of the Bankruptcy 

Rules.  This court is guilty of this unfortunate use of language. . . . A proof of claim that 

'conforms substantially' to the Official Form is no less a 'proof of claim' than a filing which is a 

machine copy of the Official Form.")  Moreover, the Proof of Claim was filed well before the Bar 

Date. Consequently, because the Third Joint Administration Order provided for a singular claims 

docket for both the Holdings and MFG Holdings USA bankruptcy cases, Landlord submits that it 

has separate timely filed claims against both the Holdings and MFG Holdings USA bankruptcy 

estates. See Petters at 552; see also Liakas v. Creditors' Committee, of Deja Vu, Inc., 780 F.2d 

176, 178 (1st Cir. 1986) (in dicta, indicating that creditor could have filed one claim against 

multiple debtors if the estates "were being administered as one estate during the bankruptcy 

proceedings."). Accordingly, Landlord requests that the Court enter an order confirming that 

Landlord's timely filed Proof of Claim is deemed to constitute separate filed proofs of claim

against both the Holdings and MFG Holdings USA bankruptcy estates.

23. Landlord anticipates that the Debtors will argue that the Proof of Claim did not 

validly assert a claim against MFG Holdings USA's estate because the subsequently entered Bar 

Date Order required filed proofs of claim to "specify by name and case number the Debtor 

against which the claim is filed" and that "a separate Proof of Claim Form must be filed with 

respect to each Debtor."  Bar Date Order, ¶ 4(f).  If this argument is made, it should fail.  The 

Proof of Claim was filed before the Bar Date Order was entered by this Court and, as already 

noted, the Proof of Claim validly asserted claims against both the Holdings and MFG Holdings 

USA estates before the Bar Date Order was entered.  The Bar Date Order was not a claim 

objection and did not expunge already properly filed proofs of claim.  Indeed, the Bar Date Order

expressly excused creditors that had already properly filed proofs of claim from filing claims.  

Paragraph 5(a) of the Bar Date Order states that a creditor need "not" file a Proof of Claim, if the 

creditor had "already properly filed a proof of claim against the applicable Debtor or Debtors 

with GCG or the Clerk of the Bankruptcy Court of the Southern District of New York in a form 

substantially similar to the Proof of Claim Form." Id. at ¶ 5(a).  As already noted, because the 

Third Joint Administration Order did not provide for a separate claims docket, Landlord had 
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already "properly" filed its Proof of Claim which asserted separate claims against both Holdings 

and MFG Holdings USA and, thus, had no further obligation to refile separate claims under the

express terms of the Bar Date Order.  Thus, the Bar Date Order had no effect on Landlord's 

timely filed claims.

24. Given the foregoing, Landlord respectfully requests that the Court enter an order 

clarifying that Landlord has timely filed and asserted two separate claims, one against Holdings 

under the Guaranty and the other against MFG Holdings USA under the Lease, against both the 

Holdings and MFG Holdings USA bankruptcy estates.

B. In the Event the Court Determines that Landlord's Proof of Claim Only 

Formally Asserted a Claim Against Holdings and Did Not Properly Assert a 

Claim Against the MFG Holdings USA Estate, the Attachment to Landlord's 

Proof of Claim Constitutes an Informal Proof of Claim Against MFG 

Holdings USA Which the Court Should Authorize to Be Amended with Such 

Amendment Relating Back to the Date the Proof of Claim Was Filed

25. Bankruptcy courts have long exercised their equitable powers to allow creditors 

who have filed some other pleading in the case prior to the claims bar date that sets forth the 

creditor's claim, to have such pleading treated as an "informal" proof of claim that can be 

"amended," after the bar date, by filing a formal proof of claim which relates back to the date the 

informal proof of claim was filed. In re Houbigant, Inc., 190 B.R. 185, 187 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 

1995); In re Rockville Orthopedic Assocs., P.C., 365 B.R. 366 (Bankr. D. Conn. 2007) (holding 

that two pleadings filed by creditor before bar date deadline could be amended as the pleadings 

represented informal proofs of claim); Conway v. Union Bank of Switzerland, 204 F.2d 603, 606 

(2d Cir. 1953) ("Ever since Hutchinson v. Otis, Wilcox & Co., 190 U.S. 552, 555 (1903), it has 

been a common-place in bankruptcy that a claim may be amended to conform to the required 

formalities, provided the 'cause of action' is the same, and this Circuit has been especially liberal 

in applying the doctrine."); In re High Point Seating Co., 181 F.2d 747, 750 (2d Cir. 1950); In re 

Southold Dev. Corp., 173 B.R. 63 (E.D.N.Y. 1994) (broker was allowed to amend an informal 

claim filed before the bar date); In re Lipman, 65 F.2d 366 (2d. Cir. 1933) (creditor's amendment 
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to a bankruptcy adjudication was affirmed because creditor's interest in the estate was known to 

trustee in bankruptcy and was thus anticipated in payments by the purchaser of the estate).  

26. To qualify as an informal proof of claim, a document purporting to evidence such 

claim must have (1) been timely filed with the bankruptcy court and have become part of the 

judicial record, (2) state the existence and nature of the debt, (3) state the amount of the claim 

against the estate, and (4) evidence the creditor's intent to hold the debtor liable for the debt.  

Houbigant at 187.

27. Here, at minimum with respect to its claim against MFG Holdings USA,

Landlord's Proof of Claim and the attachment thereto satisfies these factors.  

28. First, the attachment was timely filed with the Court on December 22, 2011; prior 

to the Bar Date of August 22, 2012.  Although the Proof of Claim was captioned with the 

Holdings' bankruptcy case information and also asserted a claim against Holdings, courts have 

held that even if a claim was filed in an entirely separate proceeding it could be treated as an 

informal claim.  See In re Interco, Inc., 149 B.R. 934 (Bankr. E.D. Mo. 1993).  In Interco, the 

debtor and some 30 related companies, including Sky City Stores, Inc., filed chapter 11 cases on 

the same date.  An order for joint administration was entered, and a joint plan was ultimately 

confirmed.  Id. at 935. Three landlords had filed timely proofs of claim in the Sky City case for 

rejection damages.  Attached to each of the claims was a copy of a lease guarantee that Interco 

had executed.  Id. at 938-39.  Only after the claims bar date had passed did the landlords file 

proofs of claim in Interco's case based on the guarantees.  The court held that the copies of the 

Interco guarantees attached to the proofs of claim filed in the Sky City case "disclose the 

existence of claims against Interco."  Id.  After further observing that Sky City and Interco were 

represented by legal counsel from one law firm, and that the cases had been jointly administered, 

the court concluded that "under these circumstances, the copies of the guarantees submitted by 

[the landlords] adequately evidence an intention by the claimant[s] to share in [Interco's] assets."  

Id. (internal quotation marks omitted).
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29. Second, the attachment to the Proof of Claim identifies both the Guaranty and the 

Lease, the parties to the Lease, including Landlord and MFG Holdings USA, and the bases for 

Landlord's claims against MFG Holdings USA. 

30. Third, the attachment to the Proof of Claim establishes the amount of the 

outstanding obligations due thereunder, including the total amount of rent due under the Lease 

through June 30, 2023, and the "Claim Cap" pursuant to section 502(b)(6) of the Bankruptcy 

Code in the amount of $19,423,983. 

31. Fourth, the attachment to the Proof of Claim reflects a clear intent by Landlord to 

hold both Holdings and MFG Holdings USA liable for the damages MFG Holdings USA caused 

by breaching the Lease.  Specifically, the attachment to the Proof of Claim states: "As a result of 

[MFG Holdings USA]'s failure to pay the Arrears and the termination of [MFG Holdings USA]'s 

right to possession of the Premises, [MFG Holdings USA] has breached the Lease.  [Landlord] is 

entitled to its full damages at state law for breach of the Lease through the original term of the 

Lease, which was to end on June 30, 2023. Koritz Declaration, Exhibit "2."  Furthermore, the 

attachment to the Proof of Claim also states that a copy of the Lease is available upon request.  

Thus, MFG Holdings USA had notice of both the Lease, aka the underlying document governing 

the amount MFG Holdings USA owes, and Landlord's intent to pursue MFG Holdings USA for 

damages Landlord incurred due to MFG Holdings USA's breach of the Lease.

32. Indeed, as already noted, the attachment to the Proof of Claim included every 

essential element required to constitute a formal proof of claim against MFG Holdings USA, and 

the attachment to the Proof of Claim fully and accurately informed the Court, MFG Holdings 

USA and its affiliated Debtors of the amount of Landlord's claim and the bases for its claim

against MFG Holdings USA.  As such, the attachment to the Proof of Claim constitutes at 

minimum both a formal proof of claim against Holdings and an informal proof of claim against 

MFG Holdings USA.  Accordingly, to the extent that the Court determines that the Proof of 

Claim only constitutes a formal proof of claim against Holdings, Landlord respectfully requests 

that the Court authorize Landlord to amend the Proof of Claim to formally assert a claim against 

MFG Holdings USA (in addition to Holdings) and that the Court determine that such amendment 
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relates back to the date the Proof of Claim was originally filed. In the event the Court grants 

such relief, Landlord will file a separate proof of claim in the MFG Holdings USA case in a form 

similar to the claim already filed in Holdings jointly administered case.

C. In the Event This Court Finds that Landlord Only Filed a Claim Against 

Holdings and Did Not File Either a Formal or an Informal Proof of Claim 

Against MFG Holdings USA, Landlord Respectfully Requests Authority to 

File a Late Filed Claim

33. Even if this Court determines that Landlord only filed a claim against Holdings 

and that the attachment to the Proof of Claim does not constitute either a formal proof of claim or 

an informal proof of claim against MFG Holdings USA, Landlord respectfully requests authority

to file a proof of claim against MFG Holdings USA for the amount it is owed under the Lease 

subject to the section 502(b)(6) cap after the bar date with such proof of claim being deemed 

timely. 

34. Bankruptcy Rule 9006(b)(1) provides that a bankruptcy court, in its discretion,

may accept a late-filed proof of claim where a claimant establishes "excusable neglect."  The 

burden is on the claimant to prove that he or she did not timely file the claim because of 

"excusable neglect."  In re Andover Togs, Inc. 231 B.R. 521, 549 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 1999).

35. The seminal case interpreting the "excusable neglect" language of Federal Rule of 

Bankruptcy Procedure 9006(b)(1) is Pioneer Inv. Servs. Co. v. Brunswick Associates L.P.,

507 U.S. 380 (1993).  In permitting a creditor's late filing under Federal Rule of Bankruptcy 

Procedure 9006(b)(1), the Supreme Court explained that Congress, "by empowering the courts to 

accept late filings 'where the failure to act was the result of excusable neglect,' plainly 

contemplated that courts would be permitted, where appropriate, to accept late filings caused by 

inadvertence, mistake or carelessness, as well as by intervening circumstances beyond the party's 

control."  Id. at 388 (quoting, in part, Bankruptcy Rule 9006(b)(1)).  The Supreme Court further 

clarified that whether a claimant's neglect of a deadline is excusable is an equitable 

determination, taking account of all the relevant circumstances surrounding the claimant's 

omission.  Id. at 395.  These equitable considerations include: (1) "the danger of prejudice to the 
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debtor," (2) "the length of delay and its potential impact on judicial proceedings," (3) "the reason 

for the delay, including whether it was within the reasonable control of the movant," and 

(4) "whether the movant acted in good faith."

36. The relative weight, however, to be accorded to the factors identified in Pioneer

requires recognizing that not all factors need to favor the moving party.  In re XO Communs., 

Inc., 301 B.R. 782, 796 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 2003), citing In re Keene Corp., 188 B.R. 903, 909 

(Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 1995).  As one bankruptcy court concluded, "no single circumstance controls, 

nor is a court to simply proceed down a checklist ticking off traits. Instead, courts are to look for 

a synergy of several factors that conspire to push the analysis one way or the other." In re 50-Off 

Stores, Inc., 220 B.R. 897, 901 (Bankr. W.D. Tex. 1998).

37. Applying the Pioneer test to the instant facts, Landlord's failure to file a proof of 

claim that expressly included a caption for MFG Holdings USA prior to the Bar Date was the 

result of excusable neglect, justifying an extension of time under Federal Rule of Bankruptcy 

Procedure 9006(b) and providing sufficient grounds to grant the relief sought pursuant to the 

Motion. 

38. First, minimal prejudice to the Debtors will result if Landlord is permitted to file a 

separate proof of claim against MFG Holdings USA.  It is uncontested that the Debtors were 

aware of the amounts owed to Landlord under the Lease.  The Debtors moved for and obtained 

the Third Joint Administration Order.  Moreover, MFG Holdings USA scheduled Landlord as a 

contingent unsecured creditor.  See MFG Holdings USA Schedule F, Attachment F3 [ECF

No. 707] (scheduling Equity Office as a contingent unsecured creditor in an underdetermined 

amount).  Furthermore, the Debtors have not objected to the Proof of Claim as applied against 

the Holdings estate (the bases and amount of which will be the same against MFG Holdings 

USA).  See Disclosure Statement (ECF No. 995), p. 102.

39. In addition, Landlord's separate claim against MFG Holdings USA is not 

substantial when compared to the aggregate claims against the MFG Holdings USA estate.  

Compare, Disclosure Statement (ECF No. 995), pp. 16-17 (total claims filed against MFG 

Holdings USA's estate are $1,001,168,259); Proof of Claim, Koritz Declaration, Exhibit "2" (the 
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Claim Cap is $19,423,983, representing two percent of the total claims).  Moreover, the amount 

at issue would have no disruptive impact with respect to the economic considerations and 

reliance factors related to the plan process because the proposed plan is a liquidating plan.  

Finally, the plan was only recently filed, the deadline to object to the adequacy of the disclosure 

statement has not yet lapsed, and no hearing date has been set for plan confirmation.  See In re 

Keene Corp., 188 B.R. 903, 910 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 1995) (noting a number of considerations to 

assess 'prejudice,' including: (1) "the size of the late claim in relation to the estate," (2) "whether 

a disclosure statement or plan has been filed or confirmed with knowledge of the existence of the 

claim," and (3) "the disruptive effect that the late filing would have on a plan close to completion 

or upon the economic model upon which the plan was formulated and negotiated.")

40. Second, Landlord asserts that a separate filed proof of claim against MFG 

Holdings USA would cause no delay nor would it otherwise impact these judicial proceedings.  

As stated above, the Debtors are well-aware of Landlord's Proof of Claim and have not sought to 

challenge this claim as part of these bankruptcy proceedings.  Through the Proof of Claim, 

Landlord asserted its claims against both Holdings and MFG Holdings USA as a matter of record 

in these proceedings well in advance of the Bar Date.  Thus, while the delay here is 

approximately five months, the delay has not and will not impact any confirmation proceedings 

or impair the Debtors' bankruptcies. 

41. Third, to the extent that the Court determines that the Proof of Claim did not 

properly assert claims against both Holdings and MFG Holdings USA, Landlord's failure to file a 

formal proof of claim in MFG Holdings USA's case prior to the Bar Date was in part attributable 

to the manner in which the Debtors filed their cases and MFG Holdings USA's failure to 

properly serve notice of its commencement of bankruptcy case.  As set forth above, the Debtors 

filed their cases in three separate waves.  In the first wave, the Initial Debtors (including 

Holdings) filed.  Thereafter, the Additional Debtors filed.  Finally, MFG Holdings USA filed on 

March 2, 2012, after Landlord had already filed its Proof of Claim.  When MFG Holdings USA 

did ultimately file its bankruptcy case, however, it did not properly serve the order for relief on 

Landlord.  Rather than serve the parties listed in the Proof of Claim or to the notice parties in the 
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Lease, the notice of commencement of MFG Holdings USA's bankruptcy case was mailed to a 

bank lock box related to the real property formerly subject to the Lease.  See Case 

No. 12-10863-mg, ECF No. 8, p. 8 (addressing the notice of commencement to Equity Office).  

Because Landlord had already filed its Proof of Claim and the MFG Holdings USA case was 

jointly administered with the Holdings case, this notice does not comport with Federal Rule of 

Bankruptcy Procedure 2002. Miller v. Farmers Home Admin. (In re Miller), 16 F.3d 240, 243 

(8th Cir. Ark. 1994) (Rule 2002(g) provides that a creditor must receive notice at the address 

indicated on the creditor's proof of claim if that address differs from the address that appears on 

the list of creditors.)3

42. The combined effect of the multiple bankruptcy filing dates, coupled with the 

failure to properly serve the notice of case commencement for the MFG Holdings USA case, was 

a substantial factor in the Landlord not being aware that the MFG Holdings USA case had

commenced at the time the Bar Date notice was served.  Without actual knowledge that the MFG 

Holdings USA case had commenced and given the fact Landlord had already filed its Proof of 

Claim, Landlord did not review the Bar Date Notice.

43. Upon learning through the Disclosure Statement that MFG Holdings USA had 

filed a bankruptcy case, Landlord retained counsel, who promptly began preparing this Motion 

and reached out to counsel for the Debtors to apprise the Debtors of its oversight and to explore 

the possibility of rectifying the same.  Landlord respectfully asserts that not reviewing the Bar 

Date Notice, while admittedly within the control of Landlord, still falls within the parameters of 

excusable neglect given the failure of MFG Holdings to give proper notice that it had 

commenced a separate bankruptcy case, and should not outweigh the policy objectives of 

chapter 11 which aims to avoid forfeitures by creditors, particularly where the confusion was 

                                                
3 Landlord admittedly also received an email on or about the date that MFG Holdings USA 

filed its case.  However, likely because the email was improperly captioned with the 
Holdings case information, rather than the MFG Holdings USA case information (notably 
before the joint administration motion had even been heard), MFG Holdings USA's case 
filing went unnoticed.  Indeed, given that there was no joint administration order in effect,
Landlord submits that it was entirely improper for MFG Holdings USA to cause GCG to 
send out emails with an improper caption in the "re" line.
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caused in part by MFG Global Holdings' failure to provide proper notice that it had commenced 

a voluntary case approximately four months after Holdings.  Pioneer Inv. Services Co., 507 U.S. 

at 388.

44. Fourth, Landlord has, at all times, acted in good faith while attempting to rectify 

its oversight in these proceedings.  Among other things, it has been consistent in the assertions of 

its claims against the Debtors' estates from the filing of the Proof of Claim through the present.  

In addition, upon realizing through review of the Disclosure Statement that MFG Holdings USA

filed for bankruptcy protection, Landlord promptly contacted Debtors' counsel to make them 

aware of the oversight and prepared this Motion and the proposed formal proof of claim to be 

filed in MFG Holdings USA's case.  Landlord has, and will continue to, operate with full 

disclosure to the Debtors and this Court regarding the amount of, and bases for, its claim. 

45. Given the totality of these circumstances, to the extent that the Court determines 

that Landlord did not properly assert claims against both Holdings and MFG Holdings USA in 

its Proof of Claim, equitable principles support the allowance of Landlord's claim against MFG 

Holdings USA, and weigh in favor of Landlord being permitted to file a formal proof of claim 

against MFG Holdings USA.  See Pioneer Inv. Services Co. v. Brunswick Associates Ltd. 

Partnership, 507 U.S. 380, 388 (1993).

IV. CONCLUSION

WHEREFORE, for the reasons stated herein, Landlord requests that this Court enter an 

Order: (A)(i) clarifying that the timely filed Proof of Claim filed by Landlord against the 

Holdings bankruptcy estate also constituted a separate timely filed claim against the MFG 

Holdings USA estate; (ii) in the alternative, to the extent that the Court determines that Landlord 

did not properly assert a claim against MFG Holdings USA, authorizing Landlord to amend its 

informal proof of claim against the MFG Holdings USA bankruptcy estate with such amendment 

//

//

//

//
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relating back to the date of its original Proof of Claim filing; or (iii) in the alternative, granting 

Landlord leave to file a proof of claim against the MFG Holdings USA estate after the bar date; 

and (B) granting such other relief as may be appropriate under the circumstances. 

Dated:  February 5, 2013 MEYER, SUOZZI, ENGLISH & KLEIN, P.C.

/s/ Alan E. Marder
Alan E, Marder Esq. (AM-0114)
990 Stewart Avenue, Suite 300
P.O. Box 9194
Garden City, NY 11530-9194
Telephone: (516) 741-6565
Facsimile: (516) 741-6707

- and –

Michael S. Greger (CA Bar No. 156525)
Richard M. Dinets, Esq. (CA Bar No. 265197)
Allen Matkins Leck Gamble Mallory
   & Natsis LLP
1900 Main Street, Fifth Floor
Irvine, CA 92614-7321
Telephone:  (949) 553-1313
Facsimile:  (949) 553-8354

Attorneys for NY-717 Fifth Avenue, L.L.C.

924833
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Hearing Date & Time: March 6, 2013 @ 10:00 a.m.
Objection Deadline: February 27, 2013 @ 4:00 p.m.

Alan Marder Esq. (AM-0114)
MEYER, SUOZZI, ENGLISH & KLEIN, P.C.
990 Stewart Avenue, Suite 300
P.O. Box 9194
Garden City, NY 11530-9194
Telephone: (516) 741-6565
Facsimile: (516) 741-6707
Email: amarder@msek.com

Michael S. Greger, Esq. (CA Bar No. 156525)
Richard M. Dinets, Esq. (CA Bar No. 265197)
ALLEN MATKINS LECK GAMBLE MALLORY & NATSIS LLP
1900 Main Street, Fifth Floor
Irvine, California  92614-7321
Telephone:  (949) 553-1313
Facsimile:  (949) 553-8354
Email:  mgreger@allenmatkins.com
Email:  rdinets@allenmatkins.com

Attorneys for NY-717 Fifth Avenue, L.L.C.,
a Delaware limited liability company

UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK

In re:

MF GLOBAL HOLDINGS LTD., et al.

Debtors.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. 11-15059 (MG)

Chapter 11

Jointly Administered

NOTICE OF HEARING ON MOTION OF NY-717 FIFTH AVENUE, L.L.C. 
FOR ENTRY OF AN ORDER: (I) CLARIFYING THAT THE TIMELY FILED 

PROOF OF CLAIM FILED BY NY-717 FIFTH AVENUE, L.L.C. AGAINST THE 
MF GLOBAL HOLDINGS LTD. BANKRUPTCY ESTATE ALSO CONSTITUTED 
A TIMELY FILED CLAIM AGAINST THE MF GLOBAL HOLDINGS USA INC. 
BANKRUPTCY ESTATE; (II) IN THE ALTERNATIVE, AUTHORIZING NY-717

FIFTH AVENUE, L.L.C. TO AMEND ITS PREVIOUSLY FILED PROOF OF
CLAIM TO ADD A FORMAL PROOF OF CLAIM AGAINST THE MF GLOBAL 

HOLDINGS USA INC. BANKRUPTCY ESTATE WITH SUCH AMENDMENT 
RELATING BACK TO THE DATE OF ITS ORIGINAL PROOF OF CLAIM FILING; 

OR (III) IN THE ALTERNATIVE, GRANTING NY-717 FIFTH AVENUE, L.L.C. 
LEAVE TO FILE A PROOF OF CLAIM AGAINST THE MF GLOBAL 

HOLDINGS USA INC. BANKRUPTCY ESTATE AFTER THE BAR DATE
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PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that on February 5, 2013, NY-717 Fifth Avenue, L.L.C.

("Landlord") filed its Motion for Entry of an Order: (I) Clarifying that the Timely Filed Proof of 

Claim Filed by NY-717 Fifth Avenue, L.L.C. Against the MF Global Holdings Ltd. Bankruptcy 

Estate Also Constituted a Timely Filed Claim Against the MF Global Holdings USA Inc. 

Bankruptcy Estate; (II) in the Alternative, Authorizing NY-717 Fifth Avenue, L.L.C. to Amend 

its Previously Filed Proof of Claim to Add a Formal Proof of Claim Against the MF Global 

Holdings USA Inc. Bankruptcy Estate with such Amendment Relating Back to the Date of its 

Original Proof of Claim Filing; or (III) in the Alternative, Granting NY-717 Fifth Avenue, 

L.L.C. Leave to File a Proof of Claim Against the MF Global Holdings USA Inc. Bankruptcy 

Estate After the Bar Date (the "Motion").   

PLEASE TAKE FURTHER NOTICE that a hearing on this Motion will take place on 

March 6, 2013 at 10:00 a.m. (Eastern Time), or as soon thereafter as counsel can be heard, 

before the Honorable Martin Glenn, United States Bankruptcy Judge at the United States 

Bankruptcy Court for the Southern District of New York, located at One Bowling Green, 

Room 501, New York, NY 10004-1408. 

PLEASE TAKE FURTHER NOTICE that any objections to the relief requested by this 

Motion must: (a) be in writing; (b) conform to the Bankruptcy Rules and Local Rules; 

(c) comply with the procedures set forth in this Court's Order entered on December 12, 2011 (the 

"Case Management Order," ECF No. 256); (d) state the name and address of the objecting party; 

(e) state with particularity the basis and nature of any objection; and (f) be filed with the 

Bankruptcy Court and served so that they are received no later than 4:00 p.m., prevailing 

Eastern time, on February 27, 2013 by: (i) Chambers of the Honorable Martin Glenn, 

United States Bankruptcy Judge, One Bowling Green, Room 501, New York, NY 10004-1408; 

and (ii) counsel to the Landlord, ALLEN MATKINS, 1900 Main Street, 5th Floor, Irvine, 

California (Attn: Michael S. Greger and Richard M. Dinets) and MEYER, SUOZZI, ENGLISH 

& KLEIN, P.C., 990 Stewart Avenue, Suite 300, P.O. Box 9194, Garden City, New York 

11530-9194.

//
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PLEASE TAKE FURTHER NOTICE that in the event no written responses or 

objections to this Motion are timely filed and served in accordance with the Case Management

Order, the Court may grant the relief requested by this Motion without any further notice or a 

hearing. 

Dated:  February 5, 2013 MEYER, SUOZZI, ENGLISH & KLEIN, P.C.

/s/ Alan E. Marder
Alan E. Marder Esq. (AM-0114)
990 Stewart Avenue, Suite 300
P.O. Box 9194
Garden City, NY 11530-9194
Telephone: (516) 741-6565
Facsimile: (516) 741-6707

- and –

Michael S. Greger (CA Bar No. 156525)
Richard M. Dinets, Esq. (CA Bar No. 265197)
Allen Matkins Leck Gamble Mallory
   & Natsis LLP
1900 Main Street, Fifth Floor
Irvine, CA 92614-7321
Telephone:  (949) 553-1313
Facsimile:  (949) 553-8354

Attorneys for NY-717 Fifth Avenue, L.L.C.

924820
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